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Event

UnitedLex Vantage Intelligence Repository Wows
Attendees at Legalweek
Our product development team conducted dozens of demos for our latest innovation
and Legalweek Leader in Tech Law Award finalist, Vantage Intelligence Repository
(VIR), during the conference last week. Attendees were quick to realize the value VIR
provides - with one legal industry leader gushing: "Do you know how much this is
worth?  Seriously." We know.  And we'd love to show you.

#Litigation&Investigations

Newsroom

UnitedLex Expands Cloud-Based
Services and Relativity Partnership

This additional investment in RelativityOne
expands the company’s best-in-class digital
litigation suite and its delivery footprint globally,
allowing solution consultants to meet client needs
without jurisdictional limitations.

#IntellectualProperty

On-Demand Webinar

Prep, Prosecution & Profitability:
Thoughtful Strategies for Managing
to The Bottom Line

During this webinar, expert panelists took a close
look at how times of uncertainty can be a catalyst
for tightening your IP strategy and execution –
oftentimes on already tight budgets. View on
demand now.

#Enterprise

Survey | Technology & Human Adaptation

A Conversation to Continue: How
Does Technology Work for You?

A hot topic from our recent event, The
Transformation of Legal: Technology, Data, and Human
Adaptation, was how legal can effectively adopt
digital initiatives and technology when "doing more
with less" is the new mandate. Please take this quick
survey to continue the conversation. We look
forward to sharing the results and useful insights.

#ULXPeople&Culture

The team that sings together stays
together!

The UnitedLex team gathered with clients and
industry leaders during Legalweek 2023 for an
evening of karaoke and mingling over (mostly on-
key) renditions of our favorite songs! 

Thank you for reading this month's Data Matters newsletter. We hope you found it
valuable! Please share it with your colleagues and professional network, and visit
our website  for more resources and information. We look forward to connecting
with you again next month. Comments or feedback? Contact us.
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